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Successful Collecting in the 1920s. 

The Society of pewter Collectors was formed in 1918. In the early days it appears that Stuart Flat Lid 

Tankards were very scarce and worthy of note. However as the years went by the members did find 

more. In 1921 W G Churcher and H H Cotterell (joint honorary secretaries and important collectors) 

did not have one in their own collections - though A de Navarro did in 1904. 

The following is a series of extracts from the Bulletins of the Society that relate to collecting Stuart 

Flat Lids and the general difficulties faced by collectors. The extracts are made easy to find as very 

few such types of pewter are individually mentioned. 

 
SPC Bulletin June 1919 - reported by Honorary Secretaries W G Churcher and H H Cotterell 

 
SPC Bulletin January 1920 

 
SPC Bulletin - June 1920 

 
December 1921 
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January 1921 

 
May 1922 

 
January 1924

 
February 1932 - HHC having resigned the Hon Secs are now W G Churcher and A V Sutherland-

Graeme 

 
May 1924 
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June 1932 

 

It might be thought that Pewter Collecting really got going with the formation of the SPC. The truth 

is there were a lot of collectors recorded from years before. 

Cliffords Inn  Exhibition of 1904 named some 61 collectors exhibiting. 

Cliffords Inn Hall exhibition of 1908 named an additional 25 collectors exhibiting. 

Provands Lordship Exhibition,  Cathedral Square, Glasgow in 1909 named another  additional 48 

collectors exhibiting. 

Mr Charbonnier exhibited at Taunton Castle Museum from 1908 -1912 initially 200 of his pieces and 

growing to 400. 

The four exhibitions listed included perhaps some 2000 selected pieces. 

None of these numbers of collectors include exhibits borrowed from numerous Churches. 

Thus listed were some 136 individual collectors who contributed to these exhibitions - of whom 28 

were named female collectors. 

Pieces in known collections can be estimated by counting those shown in photographs of individual 

collections and those recorded being sold at auction. 

In 1903 photographed at his front door in Bradford; William Redman displays 200 pieces. 

In a magazine of 1908 some 200 pieces belonging to Charles Rowed are shown. 

In a Country Life article of 1904 an unnamed collection is shown to have some 200 pieces 

In 1920 at auction a Mrs Gerald Walker's collection of 650 pieces were sold, and also an Andrew 

Smith of Glasgow's collection of 200 pieces were sold. 

Lewis Clapperton an early member of the SPC shows 200 pieces of his collection in an early 

photograph. 

No easy detail is found for A de Navarro, W G Churcher, HHC, Col Croft-Lyons, A B Yeates, all of 

whom did have many pieces. 

So would it be reasonable to suggest that perhaps there were, in known collections, by say 1912 

some 10,000 to 20,000 pieces? 
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Though having written that one can wonder why Stuart Flat Lid Tankards are apparently scarce and 

worthy of individual note in 1920 and less scarce by 1930. Perhaps it was all down to successful 

collecting. 

 

Late Stuart Tankards as illustrated by H H Cotterell in the Connoisseur of April 1932 -  

article - Dating The Pewter Tankard 


